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Versioning Cultural Objects through the
Text-Encoding of Folk Songs
Richard Breen
Abstract
This paper will present and discuss experiences studying different versions of folk
songs as cultural objects, and will investigate how using specific Digital Humanities
tools may assist the versioning of intangible oral tradition. This was primarily
achieved using The Versioning Machine, a framework and an interface for displaying
multiple versions of text and audio encoded according to the Text Encoding Initiative
(TEI) Guidelines. Through encoding a set number of songs in The Versioning Machine
and displaying the results online, new questions and conclusions could be made
to version cultural material with an emphasis on trying to trace the evolution of
cultural ideas through subsequent iterations of ideas. Using examples from the project
Documenting Transmission: The Rake Cycle 1 , this paper will examine the effectiveness
of using a specific existing versioning tool to model and map the differences between
versions of folk songs and examine the intangible nature of performance and oral
tradition. How do these digital versions change or reinforce our perception of a song
cycle and transmission processes in general? This paper will give a broad overview of
the Documenting Transmission project and some of the musicological and technical
considerations that were made over the course of the project.

1 Introduction
The malleability with which the term version is used across disciplines within the
humanities is certainly valid cause for careful evaluation to assert some form of working definition across them. The advent, and continuing growth, of inter-disciplinary
scholarship forms new perspectives, but also informs the treatment of humanities
data. Given the vast amount of different media through which humanities data may
now present itself, a broad treatment of what the term version, and the subsequent
process of versioning, is should be paramount. Ontologically, the attempt to digitally
classify a group of related cultural artefacts as versions of one another is hindered
1
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firstly by the unquantifiable nature of much humanities data. With cultural material,
particularly that of oral tradition, authority is often lost through ill-defined chronology. Attempting to digitise this intangible cultural heritage is a vast undertaking,
particularly with vast amounts of information with often-loose structure based on
oral tradition. Despite the ontological woes of dealing with humanities data and its
intrinsic differences to scientific data, the treatment of cultural material in a digital
environment at least allows us to re-approach older concepts, asking old questions
and finding new answers. In an ethnomusicological context, we may begin to digitise
and map out tradition in new ways. Approaching versioning as a process is an understanding that the contextualisation of a cultural artefact is essential to the perception
of the subsequent versions of that object. The modelling of these processes is therefore
becoming an increasingly relevant issue among Digital Humanities scholars. The
digital offers myriad new ways in which one may perceive artefacts as versions of
an original artefact, and digital scholarly editions help embellish the narrative of an
object’s history and help form new perspectives for that history’s treatment.
This paper will address versioning cultural objects through the case study of the
Documenting Transmission: The Rake Cycle project, which text-audio encodes folk
songs from the well-known “Rake Cycle” and visualises the transmission processes
that occur between the songs in the Versioning Machine (Schreibman et al.). The term
“Rake Cycle” refers to a nineteenth century English folk ballad entitled “The Unfortunate Rake,” which through transmission processes has evolved into many variants
in several sub-genres of music. While there are variants in languages other than
English, this project text-encoded the lyrics and audio of thirteen English-language
versions from Kenneth Goldstein’s “The Unfortunate Rake” album, chosen for their
motivic, musical, and geographical similarities and differences. The intention of this
project is to highlight and display motivic and tropic information across the texts and
music as opposed to simply the music itself. Previous and ongoing digital versioning
projects, such as The Thomas MacGreevey Archive and In Transition: Selected Works by
the Baroness Elsa Von Freytag Loringhoven (Clement) that have used text-encoding to
mark-up versions of poems have dealt with the relationship between witnesses to one
overarching textual idea. Tanya Clement, when referencing the In Transition project,
describes the relationships between draft versions of poems as Textual Performance
Theory, wherein the view is taken that the relationship and dialogue between each
version of each poem is as important as the final product (Clement, “In Transition”).
There is no definitive version of each poem, it is the differences between them that
becomes interesting, whether it is the semantic differences between stanzas or instances of words, or the visual aspect of the words on the page themselves (Clement,
“Knowledge Representation” 3). The In Transition project presents twelve unpublished
poems written by Freytag-Loringhoven and marks them up according to the Text Encoding Initiative’s P5 guidelines. The poems are then represented and edited critically
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in the Versioning Machine, a customisable framework used to display text encoded
according to the TEI guidelines (TEI Consortium), facilitating the close comparison
of several texts, or witnesses, with a diplomatic or authoritative text (Schreibman et
al., Versioning Machine 5.0, “Documentation”). Each poem contains several different
sketches of that particular poem at different draft stages, the point of which is tracing the genesis of each poem from the earliest sketch to the completed poem. This
assumes a process wherein the relationship and dialogue between each version of
each poem is as important as the final product. Susan Schreibman, creator of the
Versioning Machine, states that it “[e]nables […] a theory of social-text editing wherein
no version of the work carries more authority than another: each version of the work
being a witness to a textual moment” (Schreibman, “Re-Envisioning” 93). The texts
and sketches that are formative to a completed piece of work are therefore seen as a
process that is as important as the result. This provides a complete textual history
rather than establishing a definitive text. In marking-up literary work, a new digital
version of said work is also created.
In classical music study, similar research has been made in sketch studies, wherein
a composer’s draft manuscripts are observed relative to a completed work to form
a genetic story of that work (Kerman 174). Some digital projects have begun the
migration of this theory to the digital, marking up scores according to the Music
Encoding Initiative (MEI) Guidelines. The Beethoven Werkstatt (Appel et al.) employs
an MEI-based digital mark-up of the manuscripts of Ludwig van Beethoven. Similarly,
the Online Chopin Variorum Edition (OCVE) marks up the many published versions of
Frédéric Chopin’s scores to compare publication histories and the minute publication
differences between the composer’s scores. Perry Roland explains that the true
potential of the MEI and its implementation in the OCVE project is to “encode multiple
versions of a musical work and generate multiple outputs” (Roland 8). On a functional
level, this is a very similar principle to that of the aforementioned In Transition project;
it is the addition and subtraction of material in Chopin’s differing printed editions
that generates an interest in documenting these different editions of that composer’s
work. The result is that it becomes much harder to call any one of Chopin’s printed
scores as a definitive work.
Musically speaking, the Documenting Transmission project was concerned with
the digitisation and versioning of oral material, primarily through the transcription
and encoding of lyrics and audio tracks from an album of folk songs that display
what is known as the Folk Process. As folk songs travel geographically or are shared
culturally, they may adopt completely new musical characteristics while maintaining
a core lyrical or thematic story. Norm Cohen states that:
All folk ballads are distinguished by a tendency of singers or composers to
reuse stock phrases and even entire stanzas from older ballads […] borrowing
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phrases and stanzas from earlier works is no more plagiarism than it would
be for a literary poet to hunt for words in a thesaurus…
One such issue with this project was that none of the resulting variations of the
ballads of the “Rake Cycle” can be considered as the definitive version due to most of
the changes in either music or lyrics being subject to the process of oral transmission.
The focus is not on one author or composer, but rather many different musicians reinterpreting and building upon a source material to create their own version. Where
Documenting Transmission differs is that where MEI-centred projects are concerned
with the marking up of set musical notation, this project is concerned with the
comparison of textual differences in lyrics, with the music serving more as an aural
guide to the lyrics and cultural motifs. This is more demonstrative of the transmission
process than that a formal analysis of the music itself, in that there is in most cases no
formal or authoritative notation of the music in question. As such, the TEI Guidelines
and Text Critical Apparatus tag set is used instead of the MEI Guidelines to encode
the lyrical texts, and the Versioning Machine is used to display the results.
There are key points to consider when versioning such texts, namely that:
1. Folk songs are performances and are generally not transcribed lyrically or musically as in the Western Art Music tradition.
2. Attempting to map oral tradition presents a huge problem of authority between
versions often due to a lack of publication or performance history.
While there are countless digital repositories dedicated to the digitisation and preservation of folk music and material, such as the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library
(VWML) or the Comhaltas Traditional Music Archive, there is often a tendency to amass
material and less of a focus on the digital modelling and study of the relationships
between songs in the vein of a digital scholarly edition. This project was therefore
intended to marry the methodologies of ethnomusicology and previous text-critical
versioning projects such as those listed above. While it would be possible to adapt The
Versioning Machine to display MEI, the sheer size of musical variation between many
of the versions used in this study means that attention to minute musical change is
eschewed in favour of demonstrating broader motivic changes in lyrical tradition.
The most recent release of VM contains a new text-audio linking feature, which
had originally been developed by members of the Modernist Versions Project and is
now a standard component of VM 5.0.2 This feature facilitates parallel reading of a
version of a text and at the same time listening to an audio version. In observing how
other projects utilised the Versioning Machine to visually represent the versioning
process, Documenting Transmission utilises and extends some of these features of VM
2

See v-machine.org/documentation/#enc_audio.
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5.0 to allow the comparison of different motivic, lyrical, and musical features of folk
songs.

2 The folk process
The study of folksongs as an example of the tracing of cultural lineage between
versions is a long-studied area of musicology and ethnomusicology, for at least over
one hundred years. In 1907, the seminal English musicologist Cecil Sharp noted that
folk music is communal in two forms, in that of its creation and in its representation
of the thoughts of the community. In English Folk Song: Some Conclusions, he quotes
F. M. Boehme, stating “[f]irst of all one man sings a song, and then others sing it
after him, changing what they do not like” (Sharp 10). Perhaps the most famous of
Sharp’s observations in this book is his identification of three factors that govern the
transmission of folk songs musically and the forms these songs took depending on
their context. These were:
1. Continuity: the linking of the past and present.
2. Variation: that the changes that occur rely solely on the creative tendencies or
impulses of an individual or group.
3. Selection: that the community in question chooses which music it plays, which
in turn decides the form(s) the music takes as it is survives. (Sharp 17–31)
Sharp’s observations are an effort to identify how internal and external factors effect
or determine the direction of the process of oral transmission, such as war, politics,
and societal change. Musicologists throughout the mid to late 20th century, while
being undecided as to how exactly to define folk music, agreed that Sharp’s three
characteristics were intrinsic to the creation of folk material (Cowdery 808). Charles
Seeger is credited with coining the term folk process to define the “…process by which
cultural artefacts [sic] are changed, whether minutely or in significant amounts, to
form new cultural products” (Washbourne 457). A group of folk songs with similar
tunes or similar lyrics may therefore be identified as being a part of the same song
family, wherein each performer identifies their own version of a song.3
The Documenting Transmission project centred mainly on trying to digitally map the
folk process in action across selected songs from a song cycle to show the transmission
and transformation of literary and artistic material from person to person in both an
3

David Atkinson, speaking of the genetic links between folk songs, states that “a particular song as
taken down from a particular contributor is most usually said to constitute that person’s version of that
particular song type, wherein type means the constant elements that “unify […] what is recognizable
as the ‘same’ song” (4). It should be stated then that this definition of version is based around the
folkloristic interpretation of a version. Since this project is concerned with representing this definition
of a version, as opposed to representing textual witnesses, this definition of version is used when
describing individual songs.
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Figure 1: How songs, or Versions, are presented in the Versioning Machine. A user may press play on any
line of text and hear the audio of that corresponds to that line of text. Similar lyrical ideas are
highlighted across all versions corresponding to whichever track is selected.

oral and literary context. Essentially this means that as the stories, art, and musical
traditions of a community are passed down from generation to generation, they are
subject to organic changes in form, context, narrative and performance. Documenting
Transmission is an investigation into displaying the interoperability of the narrative,
musical, and visual functions that song lyrics serve. In some cases, certain elements
may be completely changed or left out completely between versions or the music
may be entirely different. In a digital context, this raised the question of whether
existing DH tools could be used to reflect both musical and literary change in a way
that extends our consideration of these processes. The Versioning Machine framework
allows a user to deconstruct and observe similarities and differences between versions
concurrently, in such a way where a user may be aware of, or disregard, their historical
context at will. They may press play on any one of the versions and actively see where
lyrical similarities or differences occur in real-time across every version (see figure 1).
The collection of songs used for this project comes from a cycle of which the
earliest surviving version is a fragmented verse from a 1790 broadside pamphlet,
entitled “My Jewel, My Joy” (Lodewick 98). The subsequent full, or more substantial,
versions in the cycle have been the subject of analysis for quite some time, with
major ethnomusicological criticism coming in the mid-twentieth century by Kenneth
Goldstein and Kenneth Lodewick. The most popular of the early versions of the song
dates from 1840, most commonly titled “The Unfortunate Rake” or “The Unfortunate
Lad” (Harwood 26; Roud Broadside Index B130326). The versions that were encoded for
the project are taken from Goldstein’s educational compilation album The Unfortunate
Rake released in 1960 by Smithsonian Folkways, its intention being a “study in the
evolution of a ballad”. This album’s liner notes provide much background information
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about each version and provide transcriptions of the lyrics, as well as contextual
information for the performances. Encoding these songs as versions therefore required
the encoding of both the lyrics (content) and the audio (performance) in the form of
MP3 files.
The traditional story of this homiletic ballad recounts a protagonist who happens
upon a former comrade dying of venereal disease at the side of the road. Subsequent
verses detail how the invalid came to be “disordered” by a camp follower, assumedly
a prostitute (Goldstein, “Liner Notes” 2). Depending on where the ballad travels to,
the role of the soldier changes; it travels to sea and becomes about a sailor, or to the
Americas to become a cowboy or miner. Other functions of the lyrics such as places,
people, or events also change depending on that version’s environment or performer.
This lyrical story and its countless reinterpretations of the lyrics form certain tropes
and possibly hundreds of various incarnations and parodies across the world over
a period of at least two hundred years. This identification of tropes and motivic
functions in ethnomusicological terms is rooted in anthropological and folkloristic
study. In his seminal Morphology of the Folk Tale, the folklorist Vladimir Propp made
efforts to break down the basic plot components of Russian folk tales to reduce them to
their most basic functional state. He observed that fairy tales from Russia were made
up of thousands of literary functions that interacted with one another in countless
combinations throughout the canon of Russian folklore. This fluidity of actions as
opposed to unchanging material applies directly to the folk process and oral traditions.
Propp argues that actions are more important than the dramatis personae, this too
can be said of the Rake Cycle (7). The invalid in any of the folk songs may be a soldier
or a sailor, his gender may be reversed, or the setting of the story may completely
change. What is important is that there are certain constants and variables that may
be found in every version. These include a military funeral, an invalid, or a warning
to the listener. The Versioning Machine is therefore well suited to show these changes,
as many small minute links can be location-referenced in context to one another.

3 The Versioning Machine and the text-encoding process
The Versioning Machine’s primary function is to display text encoding to facilitate
close comparison of several texts, or witnesses, with a diplomatic or authoritative text
(Schreibman et al., Versioning Machine 5.0, “Documentation”). It does this by taking a
TEI document and transforming it into a HTML page that can be opened in a browser.
Some features include the ability to add annotations and notes to encoded text, as well
as providing an image viewer that can pan and zoom. These features were utilised in
the Documenting Transmission project, with further aspects being implemented such
as a colour coded motif reference index. This basic visualisation was used to identify
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Figure 2: The Motif Index indicates which motifs are assigned which colour.

different motifs and thematic ideas across versions. This was achieved by customising
the Versioning Machine by adding a simple plugin that places two buttons on the
Versioning Machine’s interface. These toggle on and off a visualisation of the motifs
across the song cycle by highlighting certain stanzas or lines in a pre-determined
colour (see figures 2 and 3).
The Critical Apparatus tag set is designed to provide editors with a structured
method of recording differences or variations between multiple witnesses of the same
text.4 Using this tag set allows an editor to encode multiple versions of a text in a
single document. A temporal alignment of text and audio is created using location
based referencing, wherein the text of a transcription is encoded in the TEI critical
apparatus structure. The audio files themselves are declared in the TEI <witDetails>
element. Via its @target, an audio file can be linked to a particular text version.
<witDetail wit="#rake1" target="#rake1">
<media mimeType="audio/mp3" url="audio/unfortunate−rake.mp3"/>
</witDetail>

The Versioning Machine’s XSLT stylesheet detects if an audio file was aligned with
a text and includes an HTML audio element at the transformation stage into the
VM interface. The visual alignment between different parts of the audio track and
the transcribed text happens via a jQuery plugin. By clicking on a section of a text,
the section is highlighted and the corresponding audio is played. Additionally, TEI
<timeline> and <when> elements are embedded to provide a set of ordered points in
time. Every <when> element represents a piece of text and is linked to a fragment of
an audio track. In that way a temporal alignment of text and audio is achieved.
4

See v-machine.org/documentation/#method2.
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Figure 3: Motifs highlighted across two versions.

<l n="2">
<app loc="locA1">
<rdg wit="#rake3">
<timeline unit="s">
<when since="#tl_rake2_2" interval="4" xml:id="tl_rake2_3"/>
</timeline> St. James' Hospital early one day
</rdg>
</app>
</l>

In the code example above, locA1 refers to a specific point in time that will correspond
with another set of lyrics identified as locA1 in another version. This is essentially
how two pieces of text are identified and highlighted at the same time. By clicking on
a section of a text, the section is highlighted and the corresponding audio is played.
A user may press play on any of the encoded versions and, while audio is played on
that version, corresponding or similar lines of text are highlighted across all versions
in real time until a song ends. Alternatively, a user may press on any line from any
version to hear that version instantly (see figure 4). Allowing a user to break each
song up and listen to any line of any version at a given time in any combination,
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Figure 4: The Versioning Machine allows a user to see where similar motifs occur across different versions.

independent of the context. In this way, new spontaneous songs may be formed,
albeit with a sense of chance. It can be said a user is actively remixing the song cycle,
creating new cultural objects in the tradition of the song cycle, brief though they may
be.5
The lyrics for each song were first analysed alongside one another for any immediate similarities by hand. The first level of analysis was to observe each set of
lyrics and compare them to one another to find similarities or differences. These were
informed largely by a number of texts that have analysed the song cycle, predominantly Goldstein’s album liner notes and Lodewick’s “The Unfortunate Rake and His
Descendants.” In the case of this song cycle, according to Goldstein (“Liner Notes”
1) and Lodewick (99), the earliest surviving documentation of the ballad is a single
surviving verse titled “My Jewel, My Joy.” This was encoded as the first version and
serves as a starting point to trace motivic development across subsequent version.
As this does not have an audio track on the album, there is no audio for this in the
project. The first version encoded with audio is Track 1, “The Unfortunate Rake.”
Goldstein asserts that this version is “sufficiently close enough to the original ballad
to warrant its use as a starting point for an examination of the whole family of related
parodies and recensions” (2). As such, this project used “My Jewel, My Joy” and “The
Unfortunate Rake” as a starting point from which changes can be observed across
multiple versions of the ballad.

4 Observations
In figure 4, the left column displays a version of the ballad in its oldest recorded
form “The Unfortunate Rake,” whereas the version on the right, “Streets of Laredo,”
is recorded nearly a century later. The lyrics of the version on the left are more
5

The TEI document for this project is available on GitHub at github.com/rudgebreen/
DocumentingTransmission--The-Rake-Cycle/blob/44211aa243c7973c956aab710b29580ebc9123c1/
RakeCycle.
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antiquated, depicting a military setting. The lyrics of the ballad on the right illustrate
the relocation and recycling of the funerary motif to suit a cowboy context. Clearly
some lyrical constructs have been carried over from the older song on the left and
have been transmitted into that of the right, signalling that the action that is carried
over in the cycle is more important than the song making historical or contextual
sense.
In allowing a user the ability to click anywhere on any given version at a time, the
Versioning Machine demonstrates a deformance of these encoded songs (Schreibman
99). Essentially, the performative meaning of a text is broken by way of taking the text
out of its syntactical context. However, this project not only breaks the syntactical
context of the lyrics visually. The entire tonality of the reading is changed through
the changing of the music in tandem with the changing of the lyrics. This does
not necessarily mean that the aural and visual readings are always broken together.
There may be a line in one version that is completely the same syntactically as in
another version, but the corresponding audio of each version is totally different.
For example; both Version 3, “The Bad Girl’s Lament,” and Version 12, “The Wild
Lumberjack,” contain the identical lyric: “And play the dead march as you carry
me along.” However, the audio for Version 3 contains a voice accompanied by a
guitar playing in a minor key with a definite pulse, whereas Version 12 contains one
unaccompanied voice performing in a major key.
In terms of basic musical analysis, these are two completely different pieces of
music regarding melody, tonality, and timbre. Observing just the lyrics by themselves
creates no narrative context, it is the playing of the music that gives it some sort
of context to the listener subconsciously. This is an immediate reaction as opposed
to one that is informed by any previous textual information, and can be expressed
without any need of the rest of the text. The melody that a singer chooses or the
tonal quality of their voice can inform much to a listener about that line of text. The
singer may be portraying conviction, sorrow, happiness, et cetera. Through this one
lyric and using only the audio as the distinguishing feature between the two a further
emphasis is placed on the performative aspect of the text and it adds to the sense of
repurposing of the lyrics. If the folk process is the reshaping of cultural material into
new cultural artefacts, then the performative nature of this project is as important
to the result as the lyrics themselves. The encoding of audio alongside the text is
essential in giving the user context both consciously and subconsciously.
The Versioning Machine allows the user to see the strong correlation between
content (lyrics) and form (performance) in each of these songs. This in turn highlights
the importance of influence between these songs and their performers. This has a huge
amount to do with cultural transmission. As the ballad travels to new places, slang is
re-used and misinterpreted to the point where new words and readings are created.
One such example is “Bright Summer Morning,” recorded in the Virgin Islands. In
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Figure 5: Each Version alludes to venereal disease in their lyrics, although the genders are reversed in the
middle and far right versions.

this version, the over-arching story changes perspectives of the protagonist to that
of a prostitute who has been wronged by a man. In this recording, the performer
describes that her body is in “deep in salwation.” This is a corruption of the term
“salivated,” which Goldstein describes as mercury poisoning in the album’s liner notes
(4). Both versions appear to have come from “The Unfortunate Rake,” wherein the
Rake complains that had the prostitute disclosed that she had a venereal disease
before “disordering” him, he could have “[…] got pills of salts and white mercury.”
Despite changing the perspective of the protagonist of the song, “One Morning in
May” and “Bright Summer Morning” keep the source of the characters’ “disordering,”
in doing so it re-shapes the lyrics to tell a new story and changes the listener or
reader’s perspective in the process. This is contextualised by encoding these notes in
the TEI, which the Versioning Machine’s interface displays (see figure 5).6 Corruptions
of lyrics in this way demonstrate this process of change, the performer is unwittingly
creating a new cultural artefact that the user may observe happening in real time.
While influence and tradition clearly play a massive role in how each version of
the folk-song and its successive descendants are presented, a question arises as to the
individuality of a version or performance. At what point does a performer’s version
become recognised as its own song? Nearly every one of these versions of the story
has a different melody or structure, and yet they are still related whether through a
fragmented refrain or motif. Many of the similar verses or lyrical motifs may appear
at many different stages of a performance. It is not fair to assume that every one of
these performers knows the heritage of the ballad or where the story elements come
from. To what extent then do these songs remain in the same tradition and when do
they form new musical heritage?
One such example is the final version encoded in this project, “Gambler’s Blues,”
which marks a shift toward the jazz and blues tradition that would eventually become
the jazz standard “St. James Infirmary Blues.” The lyrics to both versions contain
only scant reference to the 18th century Irish ballad (Harwood; Lodewick). The
6

Goldstein asserts that the song probably made its way to the Virgin Islands by way of British colonisers
in the 19th century, when the islands were under English control (“Liner Notes” 4).
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ballad has been re-purposed to the point where it breaks away into a new musical
tradition at the genesis of a new genre. As Lodewick states, the historical lineage of
this particular version is blurred to the point where no real conclusions of relation
may be drawn outside of basic motivic evidence (Lodewick). While this may be true,
the Versioning Machine facilitates real-time comparison of this version of the song
against the others in such a way that a user directly sees and hears these differences.
A user may observe evidence of the influence of oral tradition on performers. By
transcribing these lyrics into the digital format, the encoding process is a continuation
of the process undertaken by Goldstein; in creating the Unfortunate Rake album, he
transcribed the performances themselves, including the slang used by the performers,
which he then contextualised critically. In encoding this process, the project is
therefore creating a new cultural object.
While the Versioning Machine serves the purpose of comparing each of the sets of
lyrics and audio from each song, this only displays the folk process at a textual and
musical level through the thematic differences the lyrics represent, and the musical
differences assumed by each performer. This facilitates close observation of the
characteristic differences between versions on a micro level. Visualising the data
is done in part by providing a colour coding of the motifs across the lyrics in the
Versioning Machine. It was also important to try and use a tool that would map these
changes at a macro level. This was done by mapping each of the versions used in the
project in StoryMapJS to show the geographical distance over which the song cycle
accrues these cultural motifs and tropes that define it. StoryMapJS is a free online tool
that allows a user to tell stories on the web that highlight the locations of a series of
events (Knight Lab). Through mapping where in the world each version of the song is
iterated, new conclusions about the motivic links observed in the Versioning Machine
may be drawn based on where the ballad travels to. A large element of the folk
process is typified by where music travels to and the changes that can occur as music
is transmitted through different cultures. StoryMapJS was useful in representing
this, as it gives some locational indication of how far the ballad travels over the
course of the versions used in this project. It also facilitated the implementation of
images of the lyrics from each of the ballads and contextual information to be inserted
alongside these for the user. As most of the ballads are either biographically situated
by Goldstein in his liner notes or are directly in the lyrics themselves, this map was
intended to give a broad indication of the song cycle’s migratory span.
This is not an exhaustive representation of every version of the songs from this
cycle. It serves as more of a contextual tool to embellish the section of the project
that uses the Versioning Machine (see figures 6 and 7). The user is presented with
bibliographic detail about each version of the ballad but also is provided with the
lyrics above this information (see figure 7). Through the story map the user is brought
on a curated geographical journey of the history of the song cycle to supplement the
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Figure 6: StoryMap JS acts as a curated guide through the migration of the song cycle.

material in the Versioning Machine. What is apparent from this visualisation is that
after the song-cycle makes its way to the US, there is no exact traceable direction
that the ballad takes, outside of thematic differences, which can also be inferred from
studying the cycle in the Versioning Machine.Examples of this are Versions 8 and
10, “St. James’ Hospital” and “The Streets of Loredo.” Despite both variants being
recorded in the same state in the US—Texas—they are vastly different in terms of
content. What this visualisation indicates is that no matter where it is, these motifs
are travelling to at a given time, they are transmitted by the performers based on their
own intent. This is demonstrative of the melting pot of cultural differences that typify
a huge country such as the US, and is interesting to realise this visually outside of the
Versioning Machine.

5 Conclusions
This project can be viewed as a prototype for musicological study of folk songs in
a digital space. The most beneficial aspect of this is the provision of a unique way
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Figure 7: StoryMap JS allows key points to be mapped to give a broad idea of distances travelled, as well as
the inclusion of biographical information.

of observing motivic changes and representations through using TEI encoding and
visualisation software. The motifs that carry over from performer to performer are
indicative of the pervasiveness of certain themes or ideas that typify this song cycle,
and viewing this process on a broader level gives an insight into how these processes
function as part of a larger commentary on transmission processes.
One of the major aspects this project could expand on and address is the sheer
amount of musical variation between versions. While technically both the music
and lyrics of each version are encoded, the software itself limits how actual musical
differences between versions are represented. These complications make it hard to
digitally model the intrinsic link between the lyrics and the music outside a purely
aural indication that is up to the listener. Some visual indication of the musical
differences would be extremely beneficial in representing this aspect of folk song.
While this does not affect the overall research question of the project, it does provide
an avenue for later research into the representation of musical differences between
folksongs to demonstrate musical change. This text-encoding method therefore suits
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the research question in that illustrates motivic and tropic change across both text
and music. However, the adaptation of the Versioning Machine to display different
encoding guidelines such as MEI would certainly be an interesting area in terms of
the close-reading of sheet music. Authority between versions is also an issue: in some
cases, with certain versions of these folk songs very little is known regarding their
date of composition or from which regional tradition each variation of the ballad is
coming from after a certain point in a song’s emigration. Other music-centred projects,
such as the Online Chopin Variorum Edition, wherein the cultural material represented
takes the form of published music, is aided through historical publication as well as
dating the primary manuscripts themselves. In this way, definitive chronology of the
material may be asserted. Mapping the data in this project does not lead a user to
definitive historical conclusions, but it does help clarify how influence and tradition
affect transmission processes.
The utilisation of location-based referencing caused some issues throughout the
encoding process, not because of the functionality itself but because of the encoding
of both audio and text. Location-referenced encoding in the Versioning Machine was
easily the most time-consuming aspect of the encoding process. The reason for this
is that because this project requires each individual line of text from each separate
version to align with a specific place in each of the audio tracks, each line of text
then needed to be encoded according to a specific time in the audio file between the
previous and following lines of text. This is not an issue in purely text-based projects,
as you can display how witnesses change across different lines of the text without
the need of linking text to a defined section of audio, multiple lyrics that were similar
could have been encoded in the same apparatus <app> element (Schreibman et al.,
Versioning Machine 5.0, “Documentation”). Some of the elements or tags that make
up the tag set contradicted the research being done syntactically. For example, each
version was encoded with the <witness> element, although this research asserts that
these versions cannot be labelled as witnesses. This was worked around by changing
how the versions were displayed in the actual interface itself by editing the HTML file,
which allowed the Witness List to be changed to Version List, and each Witness could
be changed to Version (see figure 8). However, in the TEI document itself the versions
are still labelled as witnesses. This is indicative that in this case, extending the TEI
ODD in the future to better reflect the mark-up of these versions in the Versioning
Machine.
There are certainly benefits to exploring transmission processes through observing
the inheritance across folk traditions in digital spaces. The pedagogical potential
of creating digital editions in this vein would certainly help to give musicological
study more presence in the Digital Humanities. While this can certainly be refined
and developed in the future, it is indicative that the TEI can be used to identify and
represent the links between versions that are not formally published or part of larger
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editions. This project demonstrates that motivic elements of folk songs can become
popularised to the point of becoming tropes, and that these tropes become more and
more representative of a song cycle as it ages and travels. What is reinforced is that
this type of multi-media based tool has worth within the humanities for explaining
how different aspects of intangible concepts such as the folk process can be both
contextualised and represented in a digital space.
Mapping out this song cycle in the Versioning Machine gives a greater sense of
visual and aural contextualisation regarding these recordings as cultural objects. This
method of modelling and treatment of sources is not restricted to any one case study
or song cycle. This research demonstrates how creating resources that contextualise
and visualise transmission processes can display the shaping of a musical or literary
tradition, particularly in ways that apply to enthusiasts in musicology or folklore
studies. In identifying changes and similarities on a small scale through location-based
encoding in the Versioning Machine, a close reading of the texts and performances is
facilitated. The creation of a visualisation through colour coding provides an aspect
of distant reading, wherein the user can trace these motifs as larger groupings of
narrative. Presenting the larger bibliographic narrative and migratory patterns of
the song cycle in StoryMapJS allows the user to spatially contextualise it. Through
using these different technologies in tandem, transmission processes can begin to be
mapped within the digital spectrum.
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